Raj Rawat is an author, speaker, consultant and innovator. After 20 years of leading “impossible” billion-dollar projects for Fortune 50 companies, he found his passion in inspiring companies and individuals to rise to their full potential. His recent book, “Find Your Everest: Before Someone Chooses it For You” is gaining critical acclaim for its inspirational yet honest approach. Raj creates high performance cultures by aligning individuals’ priorities with organizations’ performance targets.

UPCOMING SEMINARS, 4 - 5:30 PM, MZ 126

January 16 - Reverse The Chase, Let Opportunity Chase You - Raj Rawat

January 30 - What Leaders Are Made Of - Greg Keller, James Jamison and Abby Benson

February 6 - Building Your Leadership Core - Katherine Knowles, Bart Lorang and Jessica Garcia

February 27 - Excellence And Leadership - Steve Villanueva and Estes Banks

March 13 - Excellence = Fearless Life - Julie Korak, George Promis and Nick Gromicko

April 10 - Your Everest - Student Presenters

Meet the speakers and learn more at EconBus.MINES.edu.